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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST 

 
Request No: AD-IG-01(2)-2016-119 

Key Word:  Additional Costs and Training 

Subject:  Additional Costs and Training 
 
Request:  Date Received:     30/09/2016 
   Monitoring Date:   03/10/2016 
   Date of Response:  17/10/2016 
    
Thank you for your request for information received on 30 September 2016 and which was 
dealt with under the terms of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.  We would also inform 
you that Northern Ireland Ambulance Service (NIAS) Health and Social Care Trust has 
now completed its search for the information you requested and which is detailed below 
for your attention 
 
During the calendar 2011-2012; 2012-2013; 2013-2014; 2014-2015; 2015- to date of the 
request. 
Question 1 
How many shifts were covered by a double paramedic crew, for example, 2 Paramedics in 
place of 1 Paramedic and 1 EMT. 
Question 2 
Please specify how many of these shifts were on an overtime basis. 
Question 3 
Please also specify what these shifts were, broken down by weekday shifts and night shifts  
(Monday to Friday) weekend day shifts and night shifts (Friday/Saturday/Sunday) and 
location by depot. 
Question 6 
Please also detail how many shifts have been worked on A&E ambulances, (weekends 
and night shifts)by Clinical Training Officers, Regional Training Officers, and Managers in 
HQ, (any officers within your Training Branch), and at which depots for the years above, to 
cover during sick absences, when ambulances have been dropped. 
Answer 1 – 3 and Answer 6 – Refusal Notice 

 
I can confirm that the Trust holds information that falls within the description of your 
requests.   

 
However, I have estimated that it will cost more than the appropriate limit to consider your 
request.  In line with Regulation 5 of the Fees Regulations, we have aggregated the costs 
of providing the information to you.  The appropriate limit is specified in Regulations and 
for the Trust is set at £450.00/18hours.  This represents the cost of one person spending 
2½ working days in determining whether the Trust hold the information, locate it, retrieve 
it and extract it.  Consequently the Trust is not obliged under Section 12 of the Freedom of 
Information Act to respond to your request.  It is estimated it would cost over 
£4000/165hours to comply with your request and we will not be processing your request 
further.  The records are held in an electronic system but each station has been reviewed 
by each month etc 
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If you narrow the scope of your request the Trust may be able to provide the information 
free of charge because it would cost less than the appropriate limit to do so, although I 
cannot guarantee that this will be the case.  For instance if you asked for a shorter 
timeframe for the information we may be able to facilitate same.   

 
However, please note that any re-formulated request I receive will be treated as a fresh 
request.   

 
Please note that we that whilst not required to as the requested has exceeded the 
appropriate limit, we have provided answers to Question 4, 5 and 7 to assist you. 

 
Question 4 
Please provide the additional cost of providing A&E double Paramedics crews in place of 
one Paramedic and one EMT, for the years above. 
Answer 4 
NIAS Paramedics and Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT’s) are currently paid on 
account and without prejudice to the outcome of the Agenda for Change (AFC) evaluation 
process, at AFC pay band 5 and pay band 4 respectively.  Ambulance staff, including NIAS 
staff, are subject to the terms and conditions contained within the NHS AFC terms and 
conditions of service handbook.  This includes pay bands containing a range of pay points 
which can overlap between pay bands.  Ambulance staff are also entitled to payment for 
working unsocial hours under Annex E: Provisions for unsocial hours payments for 
ambulance staff, and overtime under Section 3 of the AFC Agreement.  Further 
arrangements are also in place in respect of bank staff.  Full details of the AFC agreement 
can be found at: 
 
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/Af
C_tc_of_service_handbook_fb.pdf 
 
In addition, costs are influenced significantly by additional employers costs which can vary 
depending on the applicable terms and conditions for the work carried out.  For example, 
overtime for all staff in pay bands 1 to 7 is eligible for overtime payments at a single 
harmonised rate of time-and–a-half for all overtime (with the exception of work on general 
public holidays, which is be paid at double time).    Overtime payments do not attract any 
of the provisions for unsocial hours and are non superannuable, i.e. there are no additional 
employer pension costs. 
 
For all of these reasons, the costs between different employees/grades of staff/applicable 
terms and conditions can vary significantly. 
 
However, using 2015/16 AFC pay scales, the hourly cost of a Band 4 at Point 17 (Top of 
scale) and a Band 5 Point 23 (Top of scale) at the overtime rate of time-and–a-half plus an 
estimate for employers on costs are £18.52 and £23.67 per hour respectively.  Therefore, 
in this scenario, the additional cost of providing a double paramedic crew in place of a 
paramedic/EMT crew would be £5.15 per hour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/AfC_tc_of_service_handbook_fb.pdf
http://www.nhsemployers.org/~/media/Employers/Documents/Pay%20and%20reward/AfC_tc_of_service_handbook_fb.pdf
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Question 5 
Please also specify if NIAS hold accreditation to train ACA, EMTs and Paramedics & PITS. 
If not, where and how are future grades being trained. 
Answer 5 
The Regional Ambulance Training Centre will continue to deliver the following 
qualifications: 
ACA 
New ACA recruits will continue to undertake the NIAS 4-week internal development 
programme which incorporates a formal First Person on Scene qualification. In addition, 
future new ACA recruits will undertake a regulated Level 2 Award in Ambulance Driving 
qualification, which is accredited by Futurequals, as a replacement to the recently 
withdrawn IHCD Module B Ambulance Driving course. 
EMT 
Moving forward, Trainee EMTs will undertake the following regulated qualifications to 
replace the recently withdrawn IHCD Modules: 
 

 Combined Level 2 Award in Ambulance Driving/Level 3 Certificate in Emergency 
Ambulance Driving; 

 Level 4 Diploma Associate Ambulance Practitioner. 
Paramedic 
The Trust is in the process of establishing a formal Paramedic Education Project and 
associated project structures in order to future-proof Paramedic education. A Project 
Manager has been identified to take this project forward on a full-time basis over the next 
months. 
Question 7 
What is the additional cost in relation to Question 6 above. 
Answer 7 
For the reasons identified in Question 4 above, the costs between different 
employees/grades of staff/applicable terms and conditions can vary significantly.  In 
addition, in some instances officers/managers provide operational cover at the rate 
applicable to the work carried out, for example a Band 8 officer/manager is paid at band 5 
paramedic rate for some operational shifts. 
 
However, using 2015/16 AFC pay scales, the hourly cost of a Band 5 Point 23 (Top of 
scale) to a Band 7 Point 34 (Top of scale) at the overtime rate of time-and–a-half plus an 
estimate for employers on costs are £23.67 and £34.81 per hour respectively.  Therefore, 
in this scenario, the additional cost of providing a band 7 officer in place of a band 5 
paramedic would be £11.14 per hour. 
 
I hope the above fully assists you.  If you are dissatisfied in any way with the handling of 
your request, you have the right to request a review. You should do this as soon as 
possible, or in any case within two months of the date of issue of this letter.   Please note 
that, under the Re-use of Public Sector Information Regulations, if you wish to publish or 
otherwise use this information besides for your own means, you will need to seek our 
permission to do so.  
 
In the event that you require a review to be undertaken, you can do so by writing to the 
Finance and ICT Director, Northern Ireland Ambulance Service (NIAS) HSC Trust, Site 30, 
Knockbracken Healthcare Park, Saintfield Road, Belfast, BT8 8SG.   
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If following an internal review, carried out by an independent decision maker, you remain 
dissatisfied in any way with the handling of the request, you may make a complaint under 
Section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act, to the Information Commissioner’s Office 
and ask that they investigate whether the Trust has complied with the terms of the Freedom 
of Information Act.  
  
You can write to the Information Commissioner at: 
  
Website:   ni@ico.org.uk   
Post: Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, 

Wilmslow, CHESHIRE SK9 5AF 
Telephone:  028 9027 8757 or 0303 123 1114 (Belfast based Office) 
 
In most circumstances the Information Commissioner will not investigate a complaint 
unless an internal review procedure has been carried out.  However the Commissioner has 
the option to investigate the matter at his discretion.   Please be advised that NIAS replies 
under Freedom of Information may be released into the public domain via our website @ 
http://www.niamb.co.uk.     
 
Personal details in respect of your request will have, where applicable, been removed to 
protect confidentiality. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
Alison Vitty  
______________________ 
Alison Vitty (Miss)  
CORPORATE MANAGER 
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